
A Better Way  
to Manage ELL Programs
Ellevation: 
Analyze Your Student Data and Enable Effective Collaboration Across the District

Ellevation’s data tools allow you to easily understand your students. By leveraging the power of our Homepage 

Dashboard and Student List, you can:

■■  Gain actionable insights about your students, such as  
who is progressing and who needs supports

■■ Organize and visualize your data 

■■  Share critical data about what matters most across  
your district

You can also use Ellevation’s workflow tools to:

■■ Assign digital monitoring forms to gather teachers’ input 

■■ Share digital ILPs with teachers

■■  Add and store digital documents to your students’  

Ellevation profiles

Ellevation Strategies: 
Leveraging Best Practice Instructional Activities 

Access our collection of instructional activities that integrate into any lesson plan to increase engagement and im-

prove learning outcomes for ELLs. Teachers can:

■■  Find the right instructional activity with relevant  

connections to academic content and essential  

differentiation supports. 

■■  Better understand student abilities and  

plan accordingly using data

■■  Utilize the 6 Best Practices and Instructional  

Framework to better meet the linguistic needs of ELLs EL19002 WIDA



Teachers Curriculum  
and Instruction

Gain a deeper understanding of  
your students’ backgrounds and  

proficiency levels

Identify students needing attention  
by reviewing ELP assessment  

growth by domain

Incorporate our digital instructional  
activities into existing lesson plans to 

teach language through content 

Provide informed feedback using  
student data in Ellevation

Create and share notes (in students’ 
records) with other teachers working  

with ELLs

Leverage research-based instructional 
strategies to improve instruction and 

enhance district curriculum across every 
content area and grade level! 

Equip every teacher with strategies  
to build instructional capacity for  

teaching all learners

Provide consistent instructional  
resources across schools, grade levels, 

and content teams with fidelity 

Provide actionable resources that support 
existing initiatives such as SIOP, GLAD, 

Danielson, CREDE, QTEL, and more

Prepare districts with an easily  
implemented structure that supports 
coaching and development for the  

benefit of students

Here’s how stakeholders in your district can use Ellevation

To schedule a demo, call Ellevation at 617-307-5755

District Admins
(ELL Coordinators) Principals Specialists

Reduce time on administrative  
tasks by 70% by unifying your  

ELL data sources

Gain visibility into program  
data and processes

Ensure compliance and  
enable your ELL team to  

focus on instruction

Make key ELL decisions and  
share with specialists and  

classroom teachers

Provide PD to the ELL department  
and classroom teachers by  

tying student proficiency data to  
classroom supports

Track performance against  
ESSA targets

Get insight into your ELL  
student population

Use reports to make  
site-based decisions to  
promote growth of ELLs

Analyze student data  
and create, save, and  

share reports with others  
in your district

Access student data to monitor  
growth and inform decisions

Record ELL decisions  
(i.e., program placements, service 

 adjustments, meetings, etc)

Focus on instruction by simplifying 
compliance processes 

Share and assign instructional  
activities with classroom  

teachers to incorporate into  
existing lesson plans to  

differentiate instruction for ELLs

Create reports and dashboards  
to share out with others in your  

school and district
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